
OPHTHALMIC LINE SHEETS



ALDGATE
Size: 56-18-140
Wholesale: $49.95

Aldgate embodies all the classic charm of your grandfather’s eyeglass, but is refreshed
with trendy detailing such as a cool, flat metal double brow bar and engraved linear
detailing on the temples that extend to the frame front. With a sleek silhouette,
adjustable nose pads, and flexible spring hinges, the Aldgate provides maximum
comfort for a perfect fit.

Available in: C01—DARK GREY, C02—LIGHT GUN, C03—BLACK.



ALEXANDER
Size: 56-14-140
Wholesale: $39.95

The Alexander stands out with its vintage tear drop aviator shape- a timeless
look steeped in military heritage. A double bar design and clean silhouette
provides an ultra-lightweight fit and versatile styling. An accent color pop along
the temple and the iconic Ben Sherman house check print featured on the inside
temple tips lends a vibrant contrast to the metal frame. The mod target is
incorporated on the outside temple tip to complete this military-influenced look.
Alexander comes with adjustable nose pads and flexible spring hinges for
maximum comfort.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—BROWN, C03—GUN.



BROOK
Size: 55-18-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The Brook is a simple, classic, and sharp frame. It’s sleek rectangular shape works great
on many face shapes, and it’s clean design adds dimension to Brook’s masculine
silhouette. This frame features modern linear detailing on the stainless steel front, and
its bio acetate temples are fashioned with a soft complimentary horn coloration. The
Ben Sherman house check is printed on the inside temples for a color pop, and
adjustable nose pads and flexible spring hinges complete this easygoing look.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—BROWN, C03—GUN.



CHESTER
Size: 54-18-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The Chester is polished enough to be worn every day, anywhere. Crafted with a
modern construction of bio acetate and sleek stainless steel temples, this
lightweight frame is comfortable, stylish, and easy to wear. Cool linear metal
engravings near the hinge break elevates this frame’s look, along with the iconic
Ben Sherman signature house check pattern featured on the inside temple tips.
Chester includes spring hinges for a flexible, perfect fit.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—TORTOISE, C03—GREY TORTOISE.



DENMARK
Size: 55-16-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The Denmark offers a new spin on a classic aviator with its angular brow line and two-
tone colored front. Designed to work with any wardrobe, this frame features classic
detailing such as qualitative linear engraving on the metal temples that extend to the
frame front, as well as an accent color pop highlighting the Ben Sherman script logo on
the outer temples. The iconic Ben Sherman house check pattern is printed on the inside
temple tips for a subtle nod to the brand’s rich heritage. The Denmark has a sleek metal
silhouette that provides a lightweight feel, while adjustable nose pads and spring hinges
allow for complete comfort and adjustability.

Available in: C01—BLACK/GOLD, C02—BROWN/LIGHT GUN, C03—NAVY/GUN



EUSTON
Size: 51-19-140
Wholesale: $44.95

Backed by decades of prep history and style, the Euston’s round shape and
elegant, thin wire styling defines this eyeglass as the ultimate frame mascot of the
Ivy Leagues. Its sleek, lightweight metal temples makes Euston perfect for the
man wanting a studious and modern-classic look. The frame features Ben
Sherman’s heritage house check pattern aesthetic on the inside temple tips to
complement its monochromatic metal coloration, and includes adjustable nose
pads and spring hinges for maximum comfort.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—GREY, C03—GOLD.

Iconic prep attire, 1950s



FITZROY
Size: 50-18-140
Wholesale: $44.95

Inspired by the styling and timeless looks of Ivy League universities, the Fitzroy
embraces a vintage-classic round shape and is elevated with contemporary updates.
The Fitzroy is designed with a dual material combination of bio acetate and stainless
steel, incorporates cool metal rivet detailing on the frame front, and features linear
metal detailing along the thin temples to elevate this classic staple piece. The Ben
Sherman original house check pattern is printed on the inside temple tips for a pop of
personality. The Fitzroy is a must-have for the man seeking iconic styling and
sophisticated detailing that will stand the test of time. This frame is complete with
spring hinges for the ultimate comfortable fit.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—BROWN HORN, C03—GREY.

Iconic prep attire, 1950s



GOSWELL
Size: 53-17-140
Wholesale: $44.95

Perfect for everyday wear, the Goswell’ s easy rectangle shape and semi-rimless
design offers a clean and sophisticated look that is always in style and versatile
enough for any occasion. Subtle details include metal etched linear detailing on
the frame front and a vintage temple design that is elevated by the Ben
Sherman house check pattern appearing on the inside temple tips. The Goswell
is functional, comfortable, and durable with its lightweight stainless steel
silhouette, adjustable nose pads, and flexible spring hinges.

Available in: C01—GUN, C02—BROWN, C03—BLUE.



HANOVER
Size: 52-18-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The Hanover radiates vintage vibes with its traditional square-shaped look,
modernized by a fashionable double bridge design. Its trendy construction
incorporates eco green materials such as bio acetate and stainless steel
materials. Furthermore, clean metal accents are integrated on the frame
front, bridge, and temple for an enduringly attractive look. The Hanover
comes equip with a slim profile and spring hinges for a superior fit,
bringing extra comfort for everyday wear.

Available in: C01—GREY HORN, C02—TORTOISE, C03—OLIVE HORN.



HAVERSTOCK
Size: 53-16-140
Wholesale: $39.95

The Haverstock offers a unique spin on a double bridge look. The frame features
a conservative square shape that is enriched with a strong brow line, while a
keyhole bridge provides a distinctively cool look. Haverstock’s ultra-lightweight
silhouette is constructed from stainless steel, and its understated detailing on the
frame front is a perfect match for the minimalistic man. This frame is done in
classic colorations enhanced by the Ben Sherman house check pattern printed on
the inside temple tips. Adjustable nose pads and spring hinges are included for a
comfortable, flexible fit.

Available in: C01—GUN, C02—BROWN, C03—NAVY.



MILL
Size: 52-18-140
Wholesale: $39.95

The Mill is a truly remarkable frame that reflects a youthful styling done in a clean,
trendy, translucent palette. This handsome style sports a modern square shape and an
exceptional bio-acetate double bridge design that is both fresh and sleek. The Mill’s
layered blocked temple detailing elevates this contemporary style, and cool iconic Ben
Sherman brand elements such as the mod target detailing appear on the outside
temple tips. This frame is complete with spring hinges and is versatile enough to be
incorporated for a daily look.

Available in: C01—GREY, C02—BROWN, C03—CRYSTAL.



MONTAGU
Size: 49-20-140
Wholesale: $49.95

Montagu’s structured round shape is refreshed with a balanced
construction of bio acetate and stainless steel metal to instantly elevate this
quintessentially prep-classic look. To complement Montagu’s Ivy League
origins, this frame features sophisticated coin detailing along the slender
temples. For a refined color pop, Ben Sherman’s distinctive house check
pattern is incorporated on the inside temple tips. Complete with adjustable
nose pads and spring hinges, this look is stylish, functional, and
comfortable.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—TORTOISE, C03—GREY TORTOISE.

Iconic prep look, 1960s.



REGENTS
Size: 53-18-140
Wholesale: $49.95

Inspired by the fashion icons of the 60’s, the Regents is an unmistakably cool
club master-styled frame that makes a statement with its bold, boss look.
This eyeglass boasts a fun, thick retro brow line design and integrates a
vintage temple shape with linear metal deco detailing at the hinge break. The
iconic Ben Sherman target logo detailing on the outside temple tips
completes this look. Flexible spring hinges and adjustable nose pads are
incorporated for a comfortable fit.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—TORTOISE, C03—BLUE STRIPE.

Kray Twins, 1950s-1960s



SAVILLE
Size: 55-16-140
Wholesale: $49.95

The Saville is a statement piece with an ultra-masculine appeal. Crafted with a chunky bio
acetate front, trendy flat top frame design, and sleek stainless steel temples, the Saville
offers a look that is refreshingly modern and youthful. Notorious Ben Sherman branding
elements are incorporated to pay tribute to the brand’s rich heritage and originality, such
as a printed linear mod stripe detailing near the hinge break and the infamous Ben
Sherman house check pattern on the inside temple tips. The Saville is designed for the
man who won’t compromise on fashion, heritage, and quality, and is complete with spring
hinges for your guaranteed comfort.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—CRYSTAL, C03—TORTOISE.



STANLEY
Size: 54-17-140
Wholesale: $44.95

Take your casual wardrobe to the next level with the Stanley. Qualitative details
include coined textured temples and laser engraved metal detailing on the
frame front. A two-toned colored metal front adds a distinctively fresh look,
and heritage detailing includes the classic Ben Sherman house check pattern
printed on the inside temple tips. The Stanley has adjustable nose pads and
flexible spring hinges for a comfortable fit.

Available in: C01—GUN, C02—BROWN, C03—BLUE.



STATION
Size: 54-17-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The Station is a military-inspired vintage frame that is truly timeless. With it’s ultra-
sleek, lightweight profile made of stainless steel, it is durable, long-lasting, and
comfortable enough to be worn everyday. Station’s classic design is elevated by
industrial linear metal detailing extending from the temple to the frame front for a
minimalistic, fresh look. The inside temple tips feature the infamous Ben Sherman
house check pattern detailing for a touch of color, and the British air force roundel
target detailing is incorporated on the outside of the temple tips to compliment the
frame’s military motif. Spring hinges and adjustable nose pads finish this look for
ultimate comfort, flexibility and functionality.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—DARK BROWN, C03—GUN.



STRAND
Size: 54-17-140
Wholesale: $39.95

With it’s retro-vintage styling inspired by the popular looks of the 60’s, the Strand
is the ultimate throwback frame. This frame is made up of bio acetate material
derived from plant based materials such as organic cotton fibers and wood pulp,
and features a flattering, old-school chunky square shape paired with minimalist
detailing such as an angular brow line, cool metal stripe detail at the hinge break,
and the iconic mod target on the outside temple tip.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—BROWN GRAIN, C03—BLUE GRAIN.

John Lennon, 1963
Chunky thick retro glasses



WEST
Size: 54-17-140
Wholesale: $39.95

The West is a classic semi-rimless style designed to be a wardrobe staple. The
frame’s modern square shape is enhanced with geometrical angles near the bridge,
and a colored accent on the temple adds a subtle touch of color. The West features
a military-inspired sleek lightweight stainless steel silhouette with a double brow
bar styling, and the heritage Ben Sherman house check pattern appears on the
inside temple to brighten up this look. Adjustable nose pads and flexible spring
hinges offer maximum comfort and flexibility.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—BROWN, C03—GUN.



SUNGLASS LINE SHEETS



AVENUE
Size: 55-20-145
Wholesale: $44.95

Avenue is the statement piece that upgrades any wardrobe. This frame’s high-
impact look starts with a bold round shape paired with a keyhole bridge, and is
finished off with a rebellious, bold color accent overlay along the brow line.
Complemented by subtle Ben Sherman branding details, this frame is perfect for
the man who is looking to bring color, style, and heritage into his world. The
Avenue is complete with polarized TAC lenses and comfortable spring hinges.

Available in: C01—BLACK/WHITE, C02—GREY/RED, C03—NAVY/BRONZE.



BARKING
Size: 56-21-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The Barking is the epitome of a retro-classic styled frame. Its square shape was
notoriously adopted by the likes of famous celebrities such as Elton John, while
its incredibly thin stainless steel silhouette is constructed for all-day comfort and
wearability. The lightweight metal temples are uniquely designed with horizontal
colored stripe detailing along the temples, and the Ben Sherman iconic house
check pattern is printed on the inside temple tips, paying homage to the brand’s
roots. Nose pads, spring hinges, and polarized lenses are incorporated for
comfort, adjustability and all-day wear.

Available in: C01—GUN, C02—GOLD, C03—BLACK.

Elton John, 1970s
Square metal retro suns



GRANGE
Size: 54-19-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The Grange is crafted with all the hallmarks of youthful styling. Featuring an
updated square shape with a double bar styling and minimalistic detailing, the
Grange is an easygoing style that is lightweight and fashionable enough for
everyday wear. Designed with polarized lenses, flex hinges, and composed of
bio-acetate material, this frame delivers on key features such as comfort and
wearability.

Available in: C01—CRYSTAL, C02—BROWN GRAIN, C03—GREEN GRAIN.



GROVE
Size: 50-21-145
Wholesale: $44.95

Inspired by the timeless look of Cary Grant, the Grove is the perfect go-to pair
of shades due to its rounded shape and key hole bridge which are versatile
and easy to wear. Sophisticated minimalistic details include metal rivets on the
frame front and a subtle color pop stripe along the side of the temple near the
hinge break. Grove’s lightweight, slim bio-acetate construction is complete
with polarized TAC lenses and spring hinges for a look that is comfortable,
practical, and always trending.

Available in: C01—GREY, C02—BROWN, C03—CRYSTAL.

Cary Grant
North By Northwest
1959



KINGS
Size: 56-17-145
Wholesale: $44.95

This bio-acetate frame offers a high-fashion look that is irresistibly cool. The Kings
is done in a classic rectangle shape that is intensified by a flat top brow line,
instantly elevating the trendy confidence of the wearer. Next-level temple
detailing includes a metal deco piece near the hinge break for a qualitative,
understated look that balances out the all-bio acetate frame front. The Kings
includes polarized lenses and spring hinges with temples that offer a comfortable
fit.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—TORTOISE, C03—BLUE TORTOISE.



LONDON
Size: 60-10-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The London is made for the bold, stylish man who wants to stand out and be
noticed. Inspired by renowned British actor Michael Caine, these retro-sport
oversized shades offer a vintage style with modern refinement. Designed with an
aviator shape and paired with a chunky retro temple, this look is sure to be a cult
classic in every wardrobe. The London’s unrivaled look is further defined by its
unique cut-out bridge detailing and a clean, confident white line detail that spreads
across the brow line. Polarized sun lenses and spring hinges are included for a
modern, comfortable fit.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—TORTOISE, C03—CRYSTAL.

Michael Caine, 1980s.



MANCHESTER
Size: 51-22-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The Manchester is a style with heritage. This frame embodies the illustrious look that pop
icons such as Elton John and John Lennon sported during the 60’s and 70’s, making this
signature round look irresistibly cool. Manchester’s combination construction features
elegant wiring around the bio-acetate frame front, while the metal bridge evokes a
sophisticated appeal. Linear metal detailing appears at the hinge break portion of the
temples, extending to the frame front for an elegant, qualitative touch. Slender temples
are equip with spring hinges to offer a comfortable fit. This frame is complete with
polarized lenses and adjustable nose pads for the man who desires a truly iconic look.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—TORTOISE, C03—BROWN.

John Lennon, 1960s.



QUEENSWAY
Size: 53-19-140
Wholesale: $44.95

The Queensway is perfect for the man who wants a contemporary, fashionable
sunglass suited for everyday wear. This frame's rounded front shape is
complemented by a polished metal brow bar and a keyhole bridge; a combination
that exudes an edgy and rebellious look. A linear metal accent is featured at the
hinge break to incorporate a playful mix of materials on both the frame front and
temple. Polarized lenses and spring hinges are included in this style for
guaranteed comfort and functional wearability.

Available in: C01—BLACK, C02—TORTOISE, C03—BLUE STRIPE.



SHAFTESBURY
Size: 58-14-140
Wholesale: $44.95

Notorious for it’s tear-drop shape adopted by pilots in World War 2,
Shaftesbury’s aviator styling is utterly iconic and includes modern updates
such as a subtle color fill detailing featured at the hinge break to highlight the
Ben Sherman script logo on the outside temples. Shaftesbury is designed with
an incredibly slim stainless steel silhouette and lightweight temples for lasting,
all-day comfort. The Shaftesbury includes polarized lenses, adjustable nose
pads, and flexible spring hinges for maximum functionality.

Available in: C01—SILVER, C02—GOLD, C03—BLACK.

Tom Cruise
Top Gun
1986



ST. JOHNS
Size: 56-17-140
Wholesale: $44.95

St. Johns is a military-inspired vintage frame that never goes out of style. With its
ultra-sleek, lightweight profile made of stainless steel, it is durable, long-lasting, and
comfortable enough to be worn every day. St. John’s classic design is elevated by
angular shape detailing near the bridge and features color fill detailing on the
temples that extends to the frame front. The inside temple tips feature the famous
Ben Sherman house check pattern, and the British military target is incorporated on
the outside of the temple tips. Polarized lenses, spring hinges and adjustable nose
pads finish this look for ultimate comfort, flexibility and functionality.

Available in: C01—GOLD, C02—LIGHT GUN, C03—DARK GUN.


